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Game of Thrones: The Noble Houses of
Westeros Jan 24 2022 An essential guide to
Games of Thrones seasons 1-5, profiling the
noble houses of Westeros through their history,
family tree, character profiles, photos, and much
more. Game of Thrones: The Noble Houses of
Westeros Seasons 1-5 serves as a guide to the
key houses as their constant struggle for power
persists and as the hierarchical structure of the
kingdom evolves. The book is filled with
essential information including each house's
sigil, history, home, family tree, character
profiles, and is fully illustrated with series
photography throughout.
The Jasmine Throne Nov 29 2019 One is a
vengeful princess seeking to depose her brother
from his throne. The other is a priestess
searching for her family. Together, they will
change the fate of an empire. Imprisoned by her
dictator brother, Malini spends her days in
isolation in the Hirana: an ancient temple that
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was once the source of powerful magic - but is
now little more than a decaying ruin. Priya is a
maidservant, one of several who make the
treacherous journey to the top of the Hirana
every night to attend Malini's chambers. She is
happy to be an anonymous drudge, as long as it
keeps anyone from guessing the dangerous
secret she hides. But when Malini accidentally
bears witness to Priya's true nature, their
destinies become irrevocably tangled . . . The
Jasmine Throne begins an epic fantasy trilogy
set in a world inspired by the history and
romances of India, in which a captive princess
and a maidservant in possession of forbidden
magic become unlikely allies. The sapphic
romance and Booktok sensation! Follow the
author on Tiktok at @tashasuri. 'Raises the bar
for what epic fantasy should be' Chloe Gong,
author of These Violent Delights 'This cutthroat
and sapphic novel will grip you until the very
end' Vulture (Best of the Year) 'Suri's
incandescent feminist masterpiece hits like a
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steel fist inside a velvet glove' Shelley ParkerChan, author of She Who Became the Sun 'It left
me breathless' Andrea Stewart, author of The
Bone Shard Daughter 'I loved it' Alix E. Harrow,
Hugo award-winning author of The Once and
Future Witches 'Lush and stunning . . . this
sapphic fantasy will rip your heart out' BuzzFeed
News 'A fierce, heart-wrenching exploration of
the value and danger of love' Publishers Weekly
(starred review) For more from Tasha Suri,
check out: The Burning Kingdoms The Jasmine
Throne The Oleander Sword The Books of
Ambha Empire of Sand Realm of Ash
Family Tree Book 4: Home Is the Place Jun 04
2020 Far and near. Lost and found. Four girls.
Four generations. Georgia cannot figure out
what's going on in her family. Her mother,
Francie, is extremely overprotective. Her
grandmother, Dana, and her great-grandmother,
Abby, don't speak to each other. And Georgia's
great-great-grandmother also had some secrets
that nobody else knows about. Georgia knows
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this because she's found her great-great
grandmother's diary hidden in a wall in the
family's house in Maine. Reading the diary
makes her think of her own struggles - and
draws her even closer to the mysteries of her
family as Abby's hundredth birthday approaches.
HOME IS THE PLACE is the heartfelt,
remarkable conclusion to Ann M. Martin's
Family Tree series, which has followed Abby,
Dana, Francie, and now Georgia from girlhood to
womanhood, showing readers the intertwining,
extraordinary ways we grow up.
Heir of Fire Jul 06 2020 The third instalment to
the global #1 bestselling series. As the King of
Adarlan's Assassin, Celaena Sardothien is bound
to serve the tyrant who slaughtered her dear
friend. But she has vowed to make him pay. The
answers Celaena needs to destroy the king lie
across the sea Wendlyn. And Chaol, Captain of
the King's Guard, has put his future in jeopardy
to send her there. Yet as Celaena seeks her
destiny in Wendlyn, a new threat is preparing to
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take to the skies. Will Celaena find the strength
not only to win her own battles, but to fight a
war that could pit her loyalties to her own
people against those she has grown to love? This
third novel in the THRONE OF GLASS sequence,
from global #1 bestselling author Sarah J. Maas,
is packed with more heart-stopping action,
devastating drama and swoonsome romance,
and introduces some fierce new heroines to love
and hate.
A Game of Thrones by George R. R. Martin
(Book Analysis) May 16 2021 Unlock the more
straightforward side of A Game of Thrones with
this concise and insightful summary and
analysis! This engaging summary presents an
analysis of A Game of Thrones by George R. R.
Martin, which introduces readers to the
powerful families at war for the Iron Throne in
the A Song of Ice and Fire saga. The book
depicts a richly detailed medieval world, and
interweaves a number of connected storylines
involving dragons, warriors, betrayal,
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manipulation and family secrets. The first
volume of A Song of Ice and Fire, A Game of
Thrones received the American Locus Award for
Best Fantasy Novel in 1997 and the Spanish
Ignotus Award for Best Foreign Novel in 2003.
The books have also been adapted into a popular
and critically acclaimed television series. George
R. R. Martin is an American fantasy author,
television producer and screenwriter. He has
been described as the “American Tolkien”, and
in 2011 was named one of Time magazine’s 100
most influential people in the world. Find out
everything you need to know about A Game of
Thrones in a fraction of the time! This in-depth
and informative reading guide brings you: • A
complete plot summary • Character studies •
Key themes and symbols • Questions for further
reflection Why choose BrightSummaries.com?
Available in print and digital format, our
publications are designed to accompany you in
your reading journey. The clear and concise
style makes for easy understanding, providing
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the perfect opportunity to improve your literary
knowledge in no time. See the very best of
literature in a whole new light with
BrightSummaries.com!
Winning the Game of Thrones Mar 14 2021
This book explores characters' agendas, from
Sansa's secret schemes to Arya's ultimate goal.
What is Cersei's true fear? What do trout or
golden roses symbolize? Is the show a feminist
success or a male playground? This book
answers all these and more, revealing the
enigmas and surprises hidden deep within the
series. Martin's interviews, homages, and past
works hint at the pattern he's chosen, while the
classic pattern of the hero's and heroine's
journey indicate the path of each protagonist
and their ultimate destinies. From the Norse
myth of ice covering all the world and the winter
of wolves, to the War of the Roses that inspired
much of the plot, the Game of Thrones is
revealed secret by secret...including how it may
be won.
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Inside HBO's Game of Thrones Dec 31 2019
HBO's Game of Thrones is one of the most
remarkable success stories of recent television.
Critically acclaimed, a ratings smash and going
from strength to strength, the series will define
fantasy for years to come. This official
companion book gives fans new ways to enter
the world of Westeros and discover more about
the beloved (and reviled) characters and the
electrifying plotlines. Hundreds of set photos,
production and costume designs, storyboards
and insider stories reveal how the show's
creators translated George R. R. Martin's bestselling fantasy series for the screen. Featuring
interviews with key actors and crew members
that capture the best scripted and unscripted
moments from the first two seasons, as well as a
preface by George R. R. Martin, this special
volume, bound in a lavish debossed padded
cover, offers behind-the-scenes access to this
ground-breaking and hugely successful series.
Game of Thrones: A Guide to Westeros and
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Beyond Jun 28 2022 The only official and
definitive guide to the biggest TV series in the
world. Delve deeper into Westeros than ever
before. . . Covering all eight seasons of the hit
HBO show, this remarkable volume offers a
unique and exciting visual exploration into the
incredible world of Game of Thrones. In two
parts, the book follows the story of the South,
where kings and queens battle for the Iron
Throne, and of the North, where the White
Walkers and their army of the dead gather. Fully
illustrated with stunning photography,
infographics, timelines and insightful essays,
this is the essential guide for any Game of
Thrones fan. · Find out more about your
favourite characters with in-depth biographies ·
Read explanations of key relationships from Jon
& Daenerys, to Jaime & Brienne · Discover the
locations of King's Landing, Oldtown, The Iron
Islands and more · Piece together ancestry with
family trees of the four Houses · Learn about the
creatures of GOT, from Dragons to Direwolves ·
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Get the full story of major battles and events ·
Discover must-know facts about everything from
Heartsbane to Greyscale · And so much more . . .
'Everything a fan could want' Woman & Home
'An exciting exploration into the incredible world
of Game of Thrones' My Weekly
Fire Cannot Kill a Dragon Oct 09 2020
Game of Thrones and Philosophy Nov 21
2021 An in-depth look at the philosophical issues
behind HBO's Game of Thrones television series
and the books that inspired it George R.R.
Martin's New York Times bestselling epic
fantasy book series, A Song of Ice and Fire, and
the HBO television show adapted from it, have
earned critical acclaim and inspired fanatic
devotion. This book delves into the many
philosophical questions that arise in this
complex, character-driven series, including: Is it
right for a "good" king to usurp the throne of a
"bad" one and murder his family? How far
should you go to protect your family and its
secrets? In a fantasy universe with medieval
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mores and ethics, can female characters reflect
modern feminist ideals? Timed for the premiere
of the second season of the HBO Game of
Thrones series Gives new perspectives on the
characters, storylines, and themes of Game of
Thrones Draws on great philosophers from
ancient Greece to modern America to explore
intriguing topics such as the strange creatures
of Westeros, the incestuous relationship of Jaime
and Cersei Lannister, and what the kings of
Westeros can show us about virtue and honor (or
the lack thereof) as they play their game of
thrones Essential reading for fans, Game of
Thrones and Philosophy will enrich your
experience of your favorite medieval fantasy
series.
A Dance with Dragons (HBO Tie-in Edition): A
Song of Ice and Fire: Book Five Feb 10 2021 #1
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • THE BOOK
BEHIND THE FIFTH SEASON OF THE
ACCLAIMED HBO SERIES GAME OF THRONES
Don’t miss the thrilling sneak peek of George R.
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R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire: Book Six, The
Winds of Winter Dubbed “the American Tolkien”
by Time magazine, George R. R. Martin has
earned international acclaim for his monumental
cycle of epic fantasy. Now the #1 New York
Times bestselling author delivers the fifth book
in his landmark series—as both familiar faces
and surprising new forces vie for a foothold in a
fragmented empire. A DANCE WITH DRAGONS
A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE: BOOK FIVE In the
aftermath of a colossal battle, the future of the
Seven Kingdoms hangs in the balance—beset by
newly emerging threats from every direction. In
the east, Daenerys Targaryen, the last scion of
House Targaryen, rules with her three dragons
as queen of a city built on dust and death. But
Daenerys has thousands of enemies, and many
have set out to find her. As they gather, one
young man embarks upon his own quest for the
queen, with an entirely different goal in mind.
Fleeing from Westeros with a price on his head,
Tyrion Lannister, too, is making his way to
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Daenerys. But his newest allies in this quest are
not the rag-tag band they seem, and at their
heart lies one who could undo Daenerys’s claim
to Westeros forever. Meanwhile, to the north lies
the mammoth Wall of ice and stone—a structure
only as strong as those guarding it. There, Jon
Snow, 998th Lord Commander of the Night’s
Watch, will face his greatest challenge. For he
has powerful foes not only within the Watch but
also beyond, in the land of the creatures of ice.
From all corners, bitter conflicts reignite,
intimate betrayals are perpetrated, and a grand
cast of outlaws and priests, soldiers and
skinchangers, nobles and slaves, will face
seemingly insurmountable obstacles. Some will
fail, others will grow in the strength of darkness.
But in a time of rising restlessness, the tides of
destiny and politics will lead inevitably to the
greatest dance of all. Praise for A Dance with
Dragons “Filled with vividly rendered set pieces,
unexpected turnings, assorted cliffhangers and
moments of appalling cruelty, A Dance with
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Dragons is epic fantasy as it should be written:
passionate, compelling, convincingly detailed
and thoroughly imagined.”—The Washington
Post “Long live George Martin . . . a literary
dervish, enthralled by complicated characters
and vivid language, and bursting with the wild
vision of the very best tale tellers.”—The New
York Times “One of the best series in the history
of fantasy.”—Los Angeles Times
e-Pedia: Game of Thrones (season 6) Oct 21
2021 This carefully crafted ebook is formatted
for your eReader with a functional and detailed
table of contents. The sixth season of the fantasy
drama television series Game of Thrones
premiered on HBO on April 24, 2016, and
concluded on June 26, 2016. It consists of ten
episodes, each of approximately 50–60 minutes,
largely of original content not found in George
R. R. Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire series.
Some material is adapted from the upcoming
sixth novel The Winds of Winter and the fourth
and fifth novels, A Feast for Crows and A Dance
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with Dragons. The series was adapted for
television by David Benioff and D. B. Weiss. HBO
ordered the season on April 8, 2014, together
with the fifth season, which began filming in July
2015 primarily in Northern Ireland, Spain,
Croatia, Iceland and Canada. Each episode cost
over $10 million. This book has been derived
from Wikipedia: it contains the entire text of the
title Wikipedia article + the entire text of all the
593 related (linked) Wikipedia articles to the
title article. This book does not contain
illustrations. e-Pedia (an imprint of e-artnow)
charges for the convenience service of
formatting these e-books for your eReader. We
donate a part of our net income after taxes to
the Wikimedia Foundation from the sales of all
books based on Wikipedia content.
Inside HBO's Game of Thrones II Jan 30 2020
Critically acclaimed, a ratings smash and going
from strength to strength, the series will define
fantasy for years to come. This book gives fans
new ways to enter the world of Westeros and
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discover more about the beloved and reviled
characters and the electrifying plotlines.
Hundreds of set photos, production and costume
designs, storyboards and insider stories reveal
how the show's creators translate George R.R.
Martin's bestselling fantasy series for the
screen. Featuring interviews with key actors and
crew members that capture the best scripted
and unscripted moments from seasons three and
four, this special volume offers behind-thescenes access to this ground-breaking and
hugely successful series.
Collection Editions: Game of Thrones Dec 23
2021 - THE LANDS OF WESTEROS - THE
HISTORY OF WESTEROS - AGES - CHARACTER
BIOS - THE GREAT HOUSES - INDEPENDENTS
AND PEOPLES OF WESTEROS - THE STORIES
BEHIND 'THE BROTHERS WITHOUT
BANNERS', 'THE KINGSGUARD', AND DOZENS
MORE - CUSTOMS & LAWS OF THE SEVEN
KINGDOMS - THE SMALL COUNCIL - FAITH
OF WESTEROS - DETAILED GUIDES TO EVERY
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EPISODE - ACTOR BIOGRAPHIES - STORIES OF
THE GREAT BATTLES - DIREWOLVES WEAPONS OF WESTEROS - GREAT SWORDS COSTUMES - MAPS AND LOCATIONS With
more than 320 individual chapters and guides,
Collection Editions: A Game of Thrones is by far
the largest, most detailed, and comprehensive
guide to the show yet, giving the reader
unparralled access and information on every
detail of the series. A must have for every fan of
the show.
Fire Cannot Kill a Dragon Sep 07 2020 'Fire
Cannot Kill a Dragon has it all. An amazing
read.' GEORGE R.R. MARTIN THE UNTOLD
STORY OF A GLOBAL OBSESSION DIRECT
FROM THE SHOW'S CAST AND CREATORS...
This official, complete history of HBO's Game of
Thrones will draw on the author's many long
days and nights spent on GOT sets all over the
world and his countless interviews with cast and
crew, many of which have never been published
before. Packed with stunning photographs from
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the show and from behind the scenes, this is the
only book that will be absolutely essential
reading for every Game of Thrones fan. Game of
Thrones is the biggest television drama ever to
have graced our screens. The epic saga of
warring families, huge battles, arduous journeys
and dying heroes has captured the hearts and
attention of millions of fans across the world.
But its conclusion isn't necessarily the end of the
story... James Hibberd has extensively covered
the show since breaking the news of its pilot in
2008 and has had more access to the show's topsecret set than any other member of the media.
He was in Croatia when Joffrey Baratheon
perished; he was in Northern Ireland when Jon
Snow desperately fought in the Battle of the
Bastards. He has documented every part of the
making of the show and has had exclusive access
to cast members, writers and directors.
A Feast for Crows (A Song of Ice and Fire,
Book 4) Apr 14 2021 HBO’s hit series A GAME
OF THRONES is based on George R. R. Martin’s
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internationally bestselling series A SONG OF
ICE AND FIRE, the greatest fantasy epic of the
modern age. A FEAST FOR CROWS is the fourth
volume in the series.
The New Female Antihero Oct 28 2019 The New
Female Antihero examines the hard-edged spies,
ruthless queens, and entitled slackers of twentyfirst-century television. The last ten years have
seen a shift in television storytelling toward
increasingly complex storylines and characters.
In this study, Sarah Hagelin and Gillian
Silverman zoom in on a key figure in this
transformation: the archetype of the female
antihero. Far from the sunny, sincere, plucky
persona once demanded of female characters,
the new female antihero is often selfish and
deeply unlikeable. In this entertaining and
insightful study, Hagelin and Silverman explore
the meanings of this profound change in the role
of women characters. In the dramas of the new
millennium, they show, the female antihero is
ambitious, conniving, even murderous; in
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comedies, she is self-centered, self-sabotaging,
and anti-aspirational. Across genres, these
female protagonists eschew the part of good girl
or role model. In their rejection of social
responsibility, female antiheroes thus represent
a more profound threat to the status quo than do
their male counterparts. From the devious
schemers of Game of Thrones, The Americans,
Scandal, and Homeland, to the joyful failures of
Girls, Broad City, Insecure, and SMILF, female
antiheroes register a deep ambivalence about
the promises of liberal feminism. They push back
against the myth of the modern-day superwoman—she who “has it all”—and in so doing,
they give us new ways of imagining women’s
lives in contemporary America.
Half Bad Jun 24 2019 In modern-day England,
witches live alongside humans: White witches,
who are good; Black witches, who are evil; and
sixteen-year-old Nathan, who is both. Nathan's
father is the world's most powerful and cruel
Black witch, and his mother is dead. He i
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The Life of King Henry the Fifth Nov 09 2020
Steven Moffat's Doctor Who 2014-2015: The
Critical Fan's Guide to Peter Capaldi's Doctor
(Unauthorized) Dec 11 2020 After three
successful seasons at the helm of Doctor Who,
Steven Moffat was faced with the need to
establish a whole new direction for the show
with the introduction of his second Doctor. When
it was announced in August 2013 that Peter
Capaldi would be taking over the role for the
following year's series, Doctor Who's public
profile was bigger than ever before, and the
reveal of the new Doctor became a TV event in
its own right. Unlike the mixed reaction to the
virtually unknown Matt Smith becoming the
Doctor, Capaldi's casting was met with almost
universal approval. Moffat spoke of how the new
Doctor would be more in the patrician mould of
the classic series than the "youthful boyfriend"
exterior projected by both Smith and David
Tennant. In this book, Steven Cooper covers all
26 episodes broadcast in 2014 and 2015, from
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the start of the Capaldi era to the 2015
Christmas special.
The Tempest Companion (Includes Study Guide,
Historical Context, Biography, and Character
Index) May 04 2020 The Tempest is one of the
greatest plays ever written--but let's face it..if
you don't understand it, then you are not alone.
This annotated book includes a summary of each
scene, and an overview of themes and
characters. We all need refreshers every now
and then. Whether you are a student trying to
cram for that big final, or someone just trying to
understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We
are a small, but growing company, and are
adding titles every month.
Games of Thrones A-Z: An Unofficial Guide to
Accompany the Hit TV Series May 28 2022
Games of Thrones has quickly established itself
as one of TV's most exciting shows - combining
political intrigue and family dysfunction against
an epic fantasy backdrop. HBO's lavish
adaptation of George R.R. Martin's series of
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fantasy novels features a stellar cast, including
Aidan Gillen, Peter Dinklage and Lena Headey,
and chronicles the violent struggles between the
kingdom's noble families as they attempt to
control the Iron Throne. Hailed by critics and
dubbed Sopranos meets The Lord of the Rings,
Games of Thrones has cast its spell over
audiences thanks to its memorable characters,
surprise deaths and violent action - and this
exhaustive guide will document the background
dramas that have helped make Games of
Thrones such a huge success. You'll also find
biographies of the main actors, episode guides,
an overview of how it has already become part of
pop culture and an in-depth look into the
compelling world that George R.R. Martin
created, and much, much, more.
Game of Thrones Analysis Apr 26 2022 Do You
Love Game of Thrones?Do You Want To know
Every Detail of Every Character in Game of
Thrones? Game of Thrones is by far the most
captivating TV series of the last 5 years. It is no
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surprise that everyone and their Dad has seen it.
But did you miss some details of the show
already or are you new to the show and
sometimes are clueless about the connections of
different characters and how their stories fit
together? You don't want to be the one person in
the room who doesn't have a clue to what's
going on. Or maybe you just want to know more
about each character.This guide was made only
for those who are true Game of Thrones Fans
who want to know all the details of the
characters. This was written by one of the
biggest Game of Throne fans there is. I wanted
to help you understand the Characters perfectly,
so I took all the hard work out so you don't have
to jump around the internet to find good
information or rewind episodes. I will also give
you facts as well as my own view of each
character as someone who has watched the
show more times than I am comfortable
disclosing.
GAME OF THRONES Oct 01 2022 Are You
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Looking For The ULTIMATE Game Of Thrones
Guide For TRUE FANS?! Whether you're a
newbie to the awesome GOT series or a veteran
to it, this character description guide is for you.
You'll not only going to refresh your memory,
but you'll learn new things about your favorite
characters! As we all know, Game of Thrones
has easily become the most intriguing and
captivating TV series today. It is no surprise that
it's legacy will continue, and it will be talked
about for years to come. In this book you will
read about over 40 characters, and the
important roles that each of them play! Each of
the characters are arranged by family. The
Ultimate Game of Thrones Family Guide displays
clickable links that lead you know numerous
photos and pictures for each of the characters.
The author, David Nolan has been a Game of
Thrones fan since the beginning. He's even
started several GOT meetup groups to keep the
fantasy alive. In his free time he enjoys reading
Game of Thrones books and writing fiction sci-fi,
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and fantasy stories. What Readers are Saying:
"Great! Really fleshed out a lot of the characters.
I've read all the Game of Thrones books (twice)
and seen the series up to now (also twice) but I
still got some useful info from this book."
Collection Editions: A Game of Thrones: An
Inside Guide to the Hit Show Jan 12 2021
Collection Editions: A Game of Thrones delves
deeper into the world of Westeros, the
characters, and the story, allowing the reader to
become almost a part of the tale itself. • THE
LANDS OF WESTEROS • THE HISTORY OF
WESTEROS • AGES • CHARACTER BIOS • THE
GREAT HOUSES • INDEPENDENTS AND
PEOPLES OF WESTEROS • THE STORIES
BEHIND ‘THE BROTHERS WITHOUT
BANNERS’, ‘THE KINGSGUARD’, AND DOZENS
MORE • CUSTOMS & LAWS OF THE SEVEN
KINGDOMS • THE SMALL COUNCIL • FAITH
OF WESTEROS • DETAILED GUIDES TO EVERY
EPISODE • ACTOR BIOGRAPHIES • STORIES
OF THE GREAT BATTLES • DIREWOLVES •
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WEAPONS OF WESTEROS • GREAT SWORDS •
COSTUMES • MAPS AND LOCATIONS With
more than 320 individual chapters and guides,
Collection Editions: A Game of Thrones is by far
the largest, most detailed, and comprehensive
guide to the show yet, giving the reader
unparralled access and information on every
detail of the series. A must have for every fan of
the show.
Gods of Thrones Sep 27 2019 Why is Tyrion
hated by the gods? Does Dany have a messiah
complex? Can Bran manipulate timelines? What
would Nietzsche think about Jaime's morality?
These are just a few of the questions answered
in Gods of Thrones. Applying the study of
religion, sociology, and history, this book offers
a fresh take on the religious landscape of Ice and
Fire.Advance praise for 'Gods of
Thrones'..."Bursting with insight and full of
japes, this book will teach you much and more.
'Gods of Thrones' will deepen your experience of
the novels and remind you why you loved them
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in the first place. Clearly, these guys drink and
know things."-- Chad Carmichael, PhD Professor
of PhilosophyIndiana University-Purdue
University, Indianapolis"This work is a mustread for fans of the show . . . I wish I had had
'Gods of Thrones' available as a companion book
when teaching my 'Game of Thrones' course last
year."-- Gregory D. Webster, PhDProfessor of
PsychologyUniversity of Florida"True to form,
A.Ron and Anthony blend entertaining wit with
their significant real world and in-universe
knowledge to produce a remarkably enjoyable
tour through the religions of 'Game of
Thrones'."-- Jim JonesCo-host, Bald Move
Game of Thrones Tarot Aug 07 2020
Paradise Lost. Book 10 Mar 02 2020
Game of Thrones Sep 19 2021 Inspired by the
Emmy® Award–winning credits sequence that
opens each episode of the hit HBO® series,
Game of Thrones: A Pop-Up Guide to Westeros is
guaranteed to thrill the show’s legions of fans.
Featuring stunning pop-up recreations of several
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key locations from the series, including the
formidable castle of Winterfell, the lavish capital
city King’s Landing, and the Wall’s stark
majesty, this book—designed by renowned paper
engineer Matthew Reinhart—takes you into the
world of the series like never before. Game of
Thrones: A Pop-Up Guide to Westeros features a
total of five stunning spreads, which fold out to
create a remarkable pop-up map of Westeros
that is perfect for displaying. The book also
contains numerous mini-pops that bring to life
iconic elements of the show, such as direwolves,
White Walkers, giants, and dragons. All the pops
are accompanied by insightful text that relays
the rich history of the Seven Kingdoms and
beyond, forming a dynamic reference guide to
the world of Game of Thrones. Visually
spectacular and enthrallingly interactive, Game
of Thrones: A Pop-Up Guide to Westeros sets a
new standard for pop-up books and perfectly
captures the epic scope and imagination of the
series.
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Three Dark Crowns Apr 02 2020 Three Dark
Crowns is a heart-stopping fantasy from Kendare
Blake, acclaimed author of Anna Dressed in
Blood. In every generation on the island of
Fennbirn, a set of triplets is born: three queens,
all equal heirs to the crown and each possessor
of a coveted magic. Mirabella is a fierce
elemental, able to spark hungry flames or
vicious storms at the snap of her fingers.
Katharine is a poisoner, one who can ingest the
deadliest poisons without so much as a stomachache. Arsinoe, a naturalist, is said to have the
ability to bloom the reddest rose and control the
fiercest of beasts. But becoming the Queen
Crowned isn't solely a matter of royal birth. Each
sister has to fight for it. And it's not just a game
of win or lose . . . it's life or death. The night the
sisters turn sixteen, the battle begins. The last
queen standing gets the crown. Three Dark
Crowns is the first book in the bestselling Three
Dark Crowns series. Discover more about the
three queens and continue the thrilling quartet
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with One Dark Throne and Two Dark Reigns.
The Take2 Guide to Lost Aug 26 2019 Over 50
contributors ask and answer all your questions
in this ultimate eBook compendium of
everything related to the most iconic and
‘talked-about’ series in Television history. Each
Chapter and Guide is made up of multiple
associated articles from the likes-of awardwinning sci-fi authors David Brin and Peter
Watts, academics including Dr Kristine Larsen
and Alan Shapiro, Lost community leaders such
as Jon Lachonis, news producers, comedy
writers … and professional and lay bloggists who
spawned a revolution in television criticism. Just
the ‘Ending’ chapter alone has over 30 articles,
opinions and insights to further challenge your
perspective. The sumptuous Episode Guide is a
definitive resource of over 350 articles with at
least two reviews of each episode as well as
synopses, tidbits and a comprehensive archive of
intertextual references within each episode.
Other chapters include; - Cast and Characters
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which gives an incite to the characters role in
the overall drama … as well provide juicy titbits
about the actors careers; - Mythology,' which
includes posts on the Smoke Monster, DHARMA,
the Frozen Donkey Wheel, and how religion was
reflected on the series; - Philosophy, ranging
from scholarly but accessible posts on the
philosophy and philosophers referenced in the
show, to a post on how the series affected one
writer's personal philosophy; - Structure,
including discussions on the
flashback/forward/sideways, the DHARMA
stations, and a physicist's explanation of the
science of time travel; - Interviews with the
showrunners and writers throughout the lifetime
of the series. and much much more.
The Unofficial Guide to Game of Thrones Jul
30 2022 The everything-you-missed, wanted-toknow-more-about, and can’t-get-enough guide to
the Game of Thrones television series—from the
first episode to the epic finale. Valar morghulis!
Spanning every episode across all eight seasons,
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INSIDER’s entertainment correspondent Kim
Renfro goes deep into how the show was made,
why it became such a phenomenon and explores
every detail you want to know. It’s the perfect
book to look back at all you may have missed or
to jump-start you on a second viewing of the
whole series. As an entertainment
correspondent, Renfro has covered the show’s
premieres, broken down key details in scenes,
explored characters’ histories, and interviewed
the cast, directors, and crew. In this book, she
sheds new light on the themes, storylines,
character development, the meaning of the
finale, and what you can expect next. Some of
the questions answered here include: What was
the Night King’s ultimate purpose? How did the
show effect George R.R. Martin’s ability to finish
the book series? Why were the final seasons
shorter? Why did the direwolves get
shortchanged? How were the fates of Jon Snow
and Daenerys Targaryen foretold from the start?
Was that really a bittersweet ending? Winter
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may have come and gone, but there is still plenty
to discover and obsess over in this behind-thescenes fan guide to the Game of Thrones HBO
series.
Fire & Blood Jun 16 2021 #1 NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER • The thrilling history of
the Targaryens comes to life in this masterly
work, the inspiration for HBO’s Game of Thrones
prequel series House of the Dragon “The thrill of
Fire & Blood is the thrill of all Martin’s fantasy
work: familiar myths debunked, the whole trope
table flipped.”—Entertainment Weekly Centuries
before the events of A Game of Thrones, House
Targaryen—the only family of dragonlords to
survive the Doom of Valyria—took up residence
on Dragonstone. Fire & Blood begins their tale
with the legendary Aegon the Conqueror,
creator of the Iron Throne, and goes on to
recount the generations of Targaryens who
fought to hold that iconic seat, all the way up to
the civil war that nearly tore their dynasty apart.
What really happened during the Dance of the
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Dragons? Why was it so deadly to visit Valyria
after the Doom? What were Maegor the Cruel’s
worst crimes? What was it like in Westeros when
dragons ruled the skies? These are but a few of
the questions answered in this essential
chronicle, as related by a learned maester of the
Citadel. Readers have glimpsed small parts of
this narrative in such volumes as The World of
Ice & Fire, but now, for the first time, the full
tapestry of Targaryen history is revealed. With
all the scope and grandeur of Gibbon’s The
History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, Fire & Blood is the first volume of the
definitive two-part history of the Targaryens,
giving readers a whole new appreciation for the
dynamic, often bloody, and always fascinating
history of Westeros. Praise for Fire & Blood “A
masterpiece of popular historical fiction.”—The
Sunday Times “The saga is a rich and dark one,
full of both the title’s promised elements. . . . It’s
hard not to thrill to the descriptions of dragons
engaging in airborne combat, or the dilemma of
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whether defeated rulers should ‘bend the knee,’
‘take the black’ and join the Night’s Watch, or
simply meet an inventive and horrible
end.”—The Guardian
The Sea-Gull Aug 19 2021
A Game of Thrones (A Song of Ice and Fire,
Book 1) Aug 31 2022 HBO’s hit series A GAME
OF THRONES is based on George R. R. Martin’s
internationally bestselling series A SONG OF
ICE AND FIRE, the greatest fantasy epic of the
modern age. A GAME OF THRONES is the first
volume in the series.
Game of Thrones Nov 02 2022 Are you looking
for the Ultimate Game of Thrones Character
Description Guide? This guide is for Ultimate
Game of Thrones Fans. It is loaded with crucial
information regarding the Game of Thrones that
every fan needs to know! Characters Include: 1.
Eddard Stark 2. Robert Baratheon 3. Cersei
Lannister 4. Tyrion Lannister 5. Arya Stark 6.
Daenerys Targaryen 7. Jorah Mormont 8. Jon
Snow 9. Stannis Baratheon 10. Jaime Lannister
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11. Tywin Lannister 12. Catelyn Stark 13. Sansa
Stark 14. Joffrey Baratheon 15. Bran Stark 16.
Robb Stark 17. Theon Greyjoy 18. Sandor
Clegane, aka The Hound 19. Petyr Baelish 20.
Varys 21. Brienne 22. Margaery Tyrell 23.
Samwell Tarly 24. Melisandre 25. Davos
Seaworth 26. Ramsay Snow 27. Ygritte 28.
Bronn Includes A Special Surprise At The End.
A Court of Thorns and Roses Jul 26 2019
Game of Thrones A-Z Feb 22 2022 Discover the
characters in the movie made from the book and
how the movie is being produced.
Game of Thrones Mar 26 2022 Game of Thrones:
A Guide to Westeros and Beyond, The Complete
Series is a visual exploration of the world of
HBO's Game of Thrones®. In two parts, the book
follows the story of the South, where kings and
queens battle for the Iron Throne, and of the
North, where the White Walkers and their army
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of the dead gather. Covering all eight seasons of
the show, this definitive guide is a must-have
companion for every Game of Thrones fan. •
Filled with bold infographics and illuminating
timelines • Features original essays that unpack
8-season-long plot lines and character arcs •
Stunning photography featuring the show's
characters Packed with original art,
photography, essays, illustrations, and
infographics, this volume grants devout fans
access into the world of Game of Thrones. • The
perfect gift for fans of Game of Thrones and
George RR Martin • Great for those who enjoyed
Inside HBO's Game of Thrones: Seasons 1 & 2
by Bryan Cogman and Inside HBO's Game of
Thrones: Seasons 3 & 4 by C.A. Taylor. ©2019
Home Box Office, Inc. All rights reserved. Game
of Thrones and related trademarks are the
property of Home Box Office, Inc.
Ivanhoe Jul 18 2021
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